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UNIQUENESS AND STABILITY IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
HYPERBOLIC INVERSE PROBLEMS 
By Masahiro YAMAMOTI’O 
ABSTRACT. - Under a weak regularity assumption, we prove the uniqueness in multidimensional hyperbolic 
inverse problems with a single measurement. Moreover we show that our uniqueness results yield the best 
possible Lipschitz stability in L2-space in the inverse problems by means of the exact observability inequality. 
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1. Introduction and main results 
Let R c W” be a bounded domain and its boundary i3R be of class C2. We consider 
two systems: 
(l-1) 
(1.2) 
u”(x, t) = Au(z, t) - q(+(z, t), xcR,O<t<T 
u(x, 0) = a(x), u/(x, 0) = b(x), XER > 
4x, t) = C(x, q, x E dR, 0 < t < 1. 
Y”(x, t) = AY(x, t) - dx)?/(x, t> + f(xP(x, t>, xER,O<t<T 
y(x, 0) = Y/(X> 0) = 0, XER 
y(x:,t> = 0, x E Xl, 0 < t < T. 
Here we set U’ = g, u” = $, and a E HI(R), b E L2(bZ), < E L2(d0 x (O,T)), R are 
given suitably, and in (1.2) also q is given, and V(X) = (VI(X), . . . . .u~(x)) denotes the unit 
outward normal vector to dfl at x, $!J the normal derivative: g(x) = Cy=“=, ZI;(X)~(X). 
Throughout this paper, H2(R), H2(0 x (0, T)), W3)“(R x (0, T)), H,‘(R) denote Sobolev 
spaces (e.g. Adams [l], Lions and Magenes [17]). 
This paper treats two kinds of inverse problems for multidimensional hyperbolic 
equations. 
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Nonlinear inverse proiblem 
Determine q(z), II: E R from 
au 
i3.v pnx(O,T) 
in (1.1). 
Linear inverse problem 
Determine f(z), x E R from 
in (1.2). 
aY 
d7+wX(O,T) 
In our inverse problems, we are required to determine a coefficient of lower-order 
term or a right-hand side in hyperbolic equations from a single observation of Neumann 
boundary data. 
First we are concerned with the uniqueness in the inverse problems: 
Uniqueness in the nonlinear inverse problem 
Let u = u(q) be a weak solution to (1.1). Does the normal derivative g ,aRx Co T) 
determine q uniquely? In other words, does 
au(s) _ au(P) 
a71 prlx (0,T) 871 pRx(O,T) 
imply q(z) = p(z), 2 E 0 and u(q)(z, t) = u(p)(z, t), 5 E R, 0 < t < T? 
Uniqueness in the linear inverse problem 
Let y = y(f) be a weak solution to (1.2). Does $%,anxCo T) determine f uniquely? More 
precisely, by taking into consideration the linearity in f of (1.2), does 
imply f(z) = 0, z E 62 and y(f)(z,t) = 0, x E 0, 0 < t < T? 
We here notice a relation between the nonlinear inverse problem and the linear inverse 
problem: Setting f(x) = p(z)-q(z), y(z> t) = u(q)(z, t)-u(p)(Z, t), R(z,t) = u(p)(z, t), 
x E 0, 0 < t < T, we obtain (1.2) after the subtraction of (1 .l> with p from (1 .l) with 
q. Therefore if we can solve the uniqueness for the linear inverse problem, then we can 
easily derive the uniqueness for the nonlinear inverse problem. 
Second we consider the stability in these inverse problems. For example, by the stability 
in&z linear inverse problem, we understand the following problem: Estimate f by 
Y 
av /mx (0,T) with suitable norms. 
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For the uniqueness in multidimensional inverse problems with a single observation, the 
paper by Bukhgeim and Klibanov [3] is epoch-making and gives a methodology on the 
basis of the Carleman estimate. After Bukhgeim and Klibanov [3], several papers by the 
Carleman estimate have been published concerning inverse problems (e.g. Isakov [5], [7], 
Khaidarov [9], Klibanov [lo]). Furthermore we refer to IKubo [13]. 
On the other hand, for inverse hyperbolic problems by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, 
see Rakesh and Symes [20], Ramm and Rakesh [21], Ramm and SjGstrand [22], Sun 
[24]. We note that the formulation by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map requires repeat of 
observations, although we need not choose strictly positive data like (1.12). 
For the Lipschitz stability in our formulation of the inverse problems, there are very few 
results. In particular, it is shown in Puel and Yamamoto [ 181, [19] that the uniqueness for 
unknown functions in L2(R), implies the global Lipschitz stability with suitable choices of 
norms. However, in Puel and Yamamoto [I 81, [19], the assumption of T for the stability 
is far from the best possible one, and we require extra regularity on R by which the 
application of the result to the nonlinear inverse problem becomes more complicated. Our 
purpose of this paper is to refine the previous results in [18], [19] and establish the best 
possible stability for the nonlinear inverse problem. 
We set 
p = min max (Ic - 111. 
s8i zEi=i 
Without loss of generality we always assume that 0 E fl and the minimum is attained 
at v = 0. That is, 
(1.3) p = max IzI. 
zEi5 
Since R is a bounded domain, we note that p < 00. As for the uniqueness, we state a 
result by Isakov [5] as follows, which is typical among published ones. 
THEOREM A (Uniqueness in the linear inverse problem: [5]). - We assume that 
(l-4) R E W3+(R x (0,T)) 
and R(z, 0) # 0, x E n and T > p. Zf(y(f), f) E H2(R x (0,T)) x L2(Q) satisjes (1.2), 
(1.5) YU) E H2P x (O,T):l 
and 
g$x,t) = 0, x E ail, 0 <: t < T; 
then f(z) = 0 and y(f)(z, t) = 0, 2 E R, 0 < t < T. 
Remark. - In Isakov [5], the system (1.2) is considered in R x (-T, T). However, taking 
the even extension of y in t to (-T, 0) (e.g. the proof cd Theorem 3.8 in Klibanov [lo]), 
we can similarly prove the uniqueness in the case of 12 x (0, T). Moreover, in [5], the 
regularity R, R’ E C2(f? x [-T, T]) is assumed, but we can easily weaken this assumption 
to ours (1.4). 
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Throughout this paper, we choose the L2( M) -norm for measuring f. Then it is a 
serious problem that we have to derive the regularity (1 S) from our assumption (1.4) 
and f E L2(0). In general, f E L2(0) g uarantees y(f) E H2(0 x (O,T)), but not 
(1 S), under the regularity (1.4) (e.g. Lions and Magenes [ 171). Also in Khaidarov [9], 
Klibanov [lo], Kubo [13], extra regularity conditions like (1.5) are assumed. Here we 
would like to assume only f E L2(fl), not more, for the regularity of f, in order that 
our stability estimate may be as best as possible. Thus in the uniqueness like Theorem A, 
it is desirable to weaken the regularity assumption (1.5). Such the uniqueness under less 
regular assumptions is our first main result. 
THEOREM 1. - Let Cl c R” be a bounded domain and its boundary dR be of class C2. 
We assume 
(1.6) 
R E W3+‘(R x (O,T)), 
I@, 011 2 TO > 0 almost everywhere on a 
with some constant TO > 0, 
(1.7) 4 E L”(fi) 
and 
(1.8) T > p. 
Zffor f E L2(s2), the weak solution y = y(f) E L2(R x (0, T)) to (1.2) satisjes 
(1.9) Y(xJ) = 0, x E l312, 0 < t < T, 
then f(x) = 0 and y(f)(x, t) = 0, x E 0, 0 < t < T. 
Next we give the answer to the nonlinear inverse problem, the determination of coefficient 
of lower-order term. 
THEOREM 2. - Let R c W” be a bounded domain aird its boundary dR be of class C2, 
and we assume (1.8). Moreover we assume: 
(1.10) 
Let either of u(q) and u(p) satisfy 
(1.11) u E W3+(st x (0,T)). 
Moreover let 
(1.12) Iu(x)I > a0 > 0 almost everywhere on fi 
with some constant a0 > 0. Zf %$$(x, t) = v(x, t), x E dR, 0 < t < T, then 
q(x) = p(x), u(q)(x, t) = u(P)(x, t), 5 E R, 0 < t <: T. 
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On the basis of Theorem 1, we refine the argument in l?uel and Yamamoto [ 191 with an 
observability inequality, and for the linear inverse problem we can show 
THEOREM 3. - We assume (1.6) - (1.8). Then there exists a constant C = C(Q, T, q, R) > 0 
such that: 
(1.13) aY(.f) c-lllfllL~(n) I 7 II II I CllfllL~(n,~ Hl(o,T;Lz(an)) 
for aEE f E L2(s2). 
Here and henceforth we set 
(J J 
4 
ll~llH~(o,T;L~(an,, = oT aR l17(G t)l” + lh’h ~)12~W ’ 
This theorem means that our estimate is the best possible in the sense that it is an upper 
and lower estimate. 
Finally we show an upper and lower estimate for the nonlinear inverse problem. Here 
assuming that q E L”(0) is given, we are concerned with the stability around q. In other 
words, q and u(q) are known, while p E L”(R) is unknown. 
THEOREM 4. - For unknown coefJicients p’s, we define an admissible set U c L”(0) 
such that 
(1.14) the embedding M - L” (0) is compact. 
We assume (1.7), (1.81, 
(1.15) u(q) E W3’“(R x (O,T)) 
and 
(1.16) la(X)\ 2 a0 > 0 almost everywhere on II 
with some constant a0 > 0. Then there exists a constant C = C(0, T, q, a, b, I, U) > 0 
such that 
(1.17) cw? - PIILZ(O) I 
II 
a44 au(P) 
--T&- - 7 
II 
I Cll!? - PlILZ(R)r 
w(O,T;L*(m)) 
for all p E U. 
The condition (1.15) requires sufficient smoothness of q and compatibility conditions of 
sufficient order for a, b and < on aR x {0}, which involve values and derivatives of the 
known q on dR. In particular, [(x, 0) # 0, 5 E dR must be satisfied by (1.16). 
The first inequality in (1.17) shows the stability in our inverse problem and the second 
means that our estimate is the best possible. This best possible stability is new. For the 
formulation with the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, we kn.ow only Hiilder stability at most 
(Sun [24]). 
Remark. - If we can assume that llq - pJILm(n) is sufficiently small, then we need not 
the compactness of U, as is seen from the proof in $7. Also for the second inequality in 
(1.17), it is sufficient to assume that 2.4 is bounded in .C” (R). 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
$2. Carleman estimate, 
93. Proof of Theorem 1, 
94. Proof of Theorem 2, 
$5. Observability inequality, 
$6. Proof of Theorem 3, 
97. Proof of Theorem 4, 
$8. Concluding remarks. 
Our keys for the stability in the inverse problems are the observability inequality and 
the compactness-uniqueness argument, while the key for the uniqueness is modification 
of the argument by [3], [5], [lo]. 
2. Carleman estimate 
In this step, we will establish a Carleman estimate under a weaker regularity assumption. 
Let us set 
(2.1) 
and 
(2.2) (Pw)(x, t) = w”(x, t) - Av(z, t) + ~(x)wI:x> t), x E R”, t E R. 
We define a weight function 4 = 4(x:, t) by 
(2.3) dx,t> = Id2 - Pld2. 
Here p E (0,l) is chosen later. Throughout this paper we use the notation: 
(2.4) 4c = {W);x E 0, qqx,i) > c”} 
for a constant c > 0. Moreover let Hi(&) = {V E 6?(+,); w/a+, = 0). 
Now we are ready to state a Carleman estimate. 
PROPOSITION 1. - There exist constants M > 0 and A0 > 0 depending on /3 E (0,l) 
such that we have a Carleman estimate: 
(2.5) MA J 
~ 
c 
(IVv12 + Iv’12)e2X4dxdt + MA3 / Jw(2e2x”dxdt 
4, 
I J ~ Id 
2e2x4dxdt, x > A0 
c 
for all 21 E Hi (#J satisfying 
there exists g E L2(&) such that 
(2.6) (wj PcLbw,) = (9, P)Lz(~~) for all CL E H2(dc). 
In (2~9, we note that g is uniquely determined by v if it exists. 
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Remark. - By identifying the dual of L’(&) with itself, we define (H2(&.))‘: the dual 
of H2 (&). Then H2 (&) C L2($,) C ( H2(+,))‘. We denote the duality pairing between 
(H2(h4) and H2(h4 by (HW~))~, .)IP(~~). For u E L2 (4c), we define an element of 
(H”(&))‘, denoted by < Pv >, in the following mamrer: 
for all ,u E H2($,). Then we can interpret (2.6) as 
(2.6’) < Pv >E L2(&). 
Henceforth for 2) E L2($,), we define iJ E L2(R”+l) by: 
(2.7) 
We can prove that the condition (2.6) is equivalent to x:y=“=, erni + v’m,+i = 0 on &j, 
where m = (ml, m2, . . . . . m,+i) is the unit outward nonnal vector to a$,. Then from the 
proof of Proposition 1, we see 
< Pv > = Pi? in D(W”+ l)‘. 
Remark. - In our Carleman estimate (2.5), we do not assume that v E Hi(#+) like in 
usual Carleman estimates given in Isakov [5], [6]. In Tataru [26], the Carleman estimate 
is proved with non-zero boundary data for general parti;al differential operators under the 
assumption of pseudoconvexity, and if we realize and apply his estimate to our hyperbolic 
differential operator, then we can obtain the Carleman estimate within the same regularity 
condition as (2.6). However we here choose a more direct way which is based on a version 
of Carleman estimate by Isakov [5], [6]. For direct derivation of Carleman estimates 
for the D’Alembertian, we can refer also to Chapter IV-54 of Lavrent’ev, Romanov and 
Shishat.skiT [15]. For a Carleman estimate under a much weaker regularity assumption, 
we can refer to Ruiz [23]. 
Proof of Proposition 1. - Let c > 0 and a sufficiently small 6 > 0 be given. Let fits 
denote the S-neighbourhood of a: Rs = {X E G2; dist (a:, a) < 8). We set 
We first show: 
LEMMA 1. - There exist constants A4 = M(c, S) > 0 and A, > 0 depending on ,LI E (0,l) 
such that we have a Curlemun estimate 
MA 
s 
(IVV(~ + ~w’~2)e2xddzdt + MA3 lwj2e2x4dxdt 
4c-a,a s 4c-a,a 
I J IPv12e2x4dsdt, x > hrJ 4c-6.6 
for all u E H~(&.6,6). 
For the proof, see Isakov [5], [6]. 
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The proof of Proposition 1 is based on Lemma 1 in view of the mollifier (e.g. 
Adams [l]). Take J E Cr(Rn+‘), supp J c {(z,t); 1z12 + t2 < l}, J 2 0 such that 
&n+l J(x, t)dxdt = 1. We set JE(x,t) = E+-~J(~, f), E > 0 and 
(J, * v)(z, t) = Ln+, Je(x - z/Y, t -- SMY, s)4&. 
Let ‘u E Hi(4,) satisfy (2.6). By < Pw > we denote g E L2(&) in (2.6) which is 
uniquely determined by u. Since the domain & has a piecewise smooth boundary, we see 
(2.8) v E Hyw”+l), 
(e.g. Lemma 111-3.22 in Adams Ill). 
Moreover we see 
(2.9) < 2% > = PG in (D(!?+l))‘. 
In fact, let fi E Cr (FF+‘) E D(R”+l). Th en, 
~14~ E C-(s) and (2.6), we obtain 
in view of < I;;; > E &.(Wn+l), 
Y (D(R”+q)‘(< pv >, /&qR”+‘) = s < % ;.pdxdt = f-p+1 J < Pv > pdxdt 4c 
Since ~1 E Cr(FF+l) is arbitrary, we see (2.9). 
Let 60 > 0 be sufficiently small and fixed. Let 0 < 15 < ~0. Then by (2.8) we see 
(2.10) G* J, E C,-(Fin+‘), supp (G* J,) c &-6,cs, 
with some S = S(eO) > 0, and 
(2.11) [(ii* J, - i71(~1(~,) ---+ 0 as E JO 
(e.g. [l]). By (2.10) and G* J, E I$(+ - c 6,~ , we can apply Lemma 1 in &6,6 and obtain ) 
(2.12) MA 
s 
d,-on (lV(G* JE)12 + /(ii* J,)‘12)e2X9dxdt 
+ AllA3 s Ic* Je( 2e2X4dxdt 5 s I P(V * JE) 12e2x4dxdt dc-b,b dc-a,a 
for all large X > 0. Since J, E D(fF+‘) and ii E L’(W”+i) c (D(R”+‘))‘, we can regard 
;ii * J, as the convolution between iT E (D(Rn+‘))’ and J, E D(W”+l), and so 
(2.13) P(V* JE) = (PG) * J, in (D(R8”+‘)) 
(e.g. VI-3 of Yosida [28]). By (2.9), 
(2.14) P(i7* Jc) = < ?% > * J, in (DQF’))‘. 
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Since < % > E L2(W”+l) by (2.6), it follows that: 
(2.15) P(i?* J,)(z,t) = (< Pv > * JE)(x,t) for almost all (5,t) E W+l. 
Therefore, noting that $C-~,s > $,, we can rewrite (2.12) as 
(2.16) MA 
s 
4 
c 
(]V(i? * JE)j2 + [(G * J,)‘J2)e2Xddxa!t + MX3 J liT * J,]2e2x4dxdt 
dc 
I 
s 
I< z > * J,12e2x4dxdt 
4,- 6(r0).6(v) 
for all large X > 0 and all E E (0, ~0). Here we note also that 
SUPP (<z > * J,) c 4c--6(Eo),6(co) (e.g. Adams Cll>. 
Since II< % > * J, - <E >lILz(Rn+l) - 0 as E ] 0 by < % > E L2(R”+l), noting 
that 4~(~~),6(~~) is bounded and so lle2X411Lm(~,_ac,,,,dc,,,) < co, we can make E > 0 
going to 0 in (2.16), and by (2.1 l), we obtain: 
MA 
s 
d 
c 
( IVv12 + \zf12)e2A4dxdt + MA3 1 Iv12e2x4dxdt 
4= 
5 
s 
I<pv>l 2e2x4dxdt = 
s 
I < Pv > 12e2x4dxdt. 
4c- 6(~0).6(~0) 
4 
c 
At the last equality and inequality, we use < % > := 0 in Rn+l \ &. Thus the proof 
of Proposition 1 is complete. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
The proof will be done by modifying the arguments in Isakov [5], Klibanov [lo]. 
First Step. - By the assumption (1.8), we can take a constant /? E (0,l) such that 
(3.1) T=$. 
First we note 
(3.2) W131(0, T; L”(0)) c C([O, Tj; L”(R)). 
Setting yr = y’, we have 
YI”(X, t> = AY/,(x:, t) - dx)?/l(x, t> + ftx)Wx, t>, xEQO<t<T 
(3.3) Yl(X,O) = 0, Yl’w9 = fW%O), .c E !I 
Yl(x,t) = 0, x E Xl, 0 < t < T. 
In view of (1.6) and (3.2), we can apply the regularity property of solutions to 
(1.2) and (3.3) (e.g. Lions [16], Lions and Magenes [17]), so that y1 = y’ E 
C([O,T];Hi(fl)) n C1([0,T];L2(R)) and y E C([O,T];H,1(0)), y” E C([O,T];L*(R)). 
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Therefore Ay = y” + qy - fR E C([O,T]; L2(G)), so that y E C([O,T]; H2(fl)). Thus 
we obtain 
(3.4) y aqO,T]; H2(R) n H,(Q)) f-l Cl([O, T]; H,(Q)) 
f-l C2([0, T]; L”(R)). 
Second Step. - In view of (1.6) and (3.2), there exist small constants 6 E (0,T) and 
r. > 0 such that 
(3.5) IRW)l 2 TO, xEn,Og<S. 
We extend y = y(f)(-, t), 0 < t < T to a function ~(2, t), ItI < T which is even in t: 
(3.6) YW) = 
{ 
Y/(X:, t>, x EI R, t > 0 
y(x -t> > 7 x E 0, t 5 0. 
Then since y(x,O) = y/(x> 0) = 0, x E Q, we see that 
y EC([-T,T];H2(0) n H;(O)) n C’([-T,T]; HA(52)) 
(3.7) nC2([-T, T]; L’(R)). 
We extend R = R(x, t) to t E (-6, S) as an even function in t and we denote the extension 
by the same notation R. Moreover we set 
(3.8) h(x, t) = p$ 2 E q jt( < 6. , 
Then by (1.6) we see 
(3.9) 
R E W1*“(sl x (-6,6)), 
h/(-6,0) E w2y62 x (-6, O)), h/(0,6) Ei W2yR x (0,s)). . 
Henceforth we set 
(3.10) (Nw)(x, t> = w/(x, t) - h(x, t)w(x, t), x E 0, It/ < 6. 
Let us take a sufficiently small E > 0. We set 
(3.11) C(E) = (p” - ps2 + c2)3, 
where 6 > 0 is chosen such that (3.5) is true. Now we note that: 
(3.12) $c(c) c {W>; dF-w < 1x1 <: P, ItI < 6). 
Let x E C”(2 x [-6, S]) such that 0 I x(x, t) _< 1, x E 0, It( 5 S, x(., t) = x(., 4) and 
(3.13) X(x!t) = 
{ 
1, (x7 t> E dk(3E), 
o 
, (G t> E (G x L-4 61) \ h(ze). 
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We set 
(3.14) 71(X> t) = x(x’, t)y(xc, t), 2 E 62, (tJ < 6. 
We can easily see that Nv E H:(~,(,J) by (I .2) and (3.7). In this step, we will prove 
that Nv satisfies (2.6). Since C”(ti,(,,) is dense in H 2($c(,,), it is sufficient to prove 
that there exists ,q E L2(4,(,)) such that: 
(3.15) (NV1 WP(d,,,)) = b-L PhAC,,)~ CL E CY4C,~,). 
We set C = (an x (-T, 7’)) n a&:(,,. Then 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
and 
iJv 
-=‘u’=v=O on C 
au 
(3.18) 
i)V &I 
i)zl = .‘. = jg 
= II = 11’ = 0, 
on W+(,) \ C 
by (3.7), (3. 13) and (1.9). Here we recall that Y = V(Z) = (vi, . . ..v~[) is the 
outward unit normal vector to 80 at z and 2 = CT=“=, vie on X2 x (-T, T). 
Henceforth we denote the outward unit normal vector to a$,(,, at (5: t) by m(z, t) = 
(ml(z,t), . . . . m,(:c, t), mnfl(z, t)) E iP+‘. Then we ea:Gly see 
(3.19) m(x: t) = (u(x), O), (2, t) E c. 
Now we calculate (NV, PP)~z(~~~~,): 
(3.20) (NV, &4L’(A(,)) = 
I 
(v’ - hv)Fpdxdt 
@d* 1 
=- 
I 
u( Pp)‘dxdt + 
I 
vPpmn+l da -. 
$c(t) a,.,,, I 
(hv)(Pp)dxdt 
$4*, 
=- 
I’ 
v( Pp)‘dxdt - (hv)(Pp)ddt 
-4 ‘(-I I 4,.(e) 
by integration by parts in t, (3.17) and (3.18). 
First for lpi,(,) v(Pp)‘dxdt, we can proceed as follows. !ietting x,,+~ = t, by integration 
by parts, we obtain 
(3.21) 
+ 1<i<n+1, 
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where D c Wnfl is a bounded domain and the boundary dD is a finite sum of surfaces 
of class C2. Therefore with D = tiCcE) in (3.21), we see: 
by (3.16) - (3.18). Moreover, noting (3.19) and cln_i erni = 2 on C, we obtain 
(3.22) 
.I 
v(Pp’)dxdt = 
s 
(~Pv)p’dxdt, 
4 de) hf, 
by (3.17). In view of (1.2), (3.7) and (3.14), in L2(dqE)), we can calculate: 
(3.23) Pv =P(xy) = xpy + (x” - Ax)y + 2x’y’ - 20x. VY 
=xfR + (x” - Ax)y + 2x/y’ - 2Vx. Vy E C’([-T,T]; L2(fl)). 
Here we note that A = A, = Cyzl $, V = V, = 
( &, . . . . . &!--), and V’ = 2. 
Consequently by integration by parts in t,‘(3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain: 
J 
(Pv) p’dxdt 
4 c(e) 
=- 
s 
4,(,, &j-R + (x” - AX>Y + ~x’Y’ - 2Vx. VyWxdt 
=-- 
.I 
4,(c)(x’fR + xfR’)&xdt + ,/ V’ddxdt, 
4 c(c) 
where we set 
(3.24) Ply = ;(-(x” - Ax)y - 22’9’ + 2Vx. By) 
which is a differential operator of second order in (z, t). In view of (3.22), we see: 
s v(Pp’)dxdt @c(e) 
=- 
.I 
(f’l y)cldxdt. 4 
CCC 
) (x’.fR + xR’.f )cLdxdt + [ 
-4 461 
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Next we calculate J+.,., (hv)(Pp)dxdt. We set q5sC, = &(c) n {t 2 0) and $C(Ej = 
G%(~) n {t 5 0). Then a$&,, @GE) C %k(,) U (&(c) (7 {t = 0)). We have 
/ (h.v)(Pp)dxdt = *C (C) ( LZ(<, + JIG-J (hv)(PI*)dzdt. 
In view of (3.9) and (3.16), we can apply (3.21): 
J (hv)(Pp)dxdt = J P(hv)pdxdt C(., ~+ c(c) + J (hvp’ - p( hv)‘)m,,+l da ~&(,,nlt>ol 
m = (ml, . . . . m,,m,+l ) being the outward unit normal vector to d+c+(Cj. Here and 
henceforth P acts on hv in the pointwise sense in q5c’(c, (not in the sense of the distribution 
or (H2(4,(,)))‘); P(h v is well-defined pointwise in I$;\~, by means of (3.9) and (3.16), ) 
and P(hv) E L2($$Fj). Similarly to the argument for obtaining (3.22), by (3.16) - (3.19) 
we see I1 = I2 = 0. Since v = y’ = 0 in R x {t = 0) by (1.2), we see from (3.14) that 
21 = v’ = 0 in c$~(~) fl {t = 0}, so that 13 = 14 = 0 follows. Hence we have: 
J c(., (hv)(Pp)dxdt = ~+ P(hv),udxdt. J de) 
Similarly we can obtain 
J (hv)(Pp)dxdt = J P(hv)pdxdt, 4;<, $C<E, 
and so 
(3.26) J (hv)(Pp)dxdt = J P(hv)pdxdt. G., +C(,, 
Moreover (3.26) implies that P(hv) taken in the pointwise sense-in 4CCEj coincides with 
the one in sense of (H2($qF)))‘. By (3.20), (3.25) and (3.26), we see 
= J (x’.fR + xfR’ - Ply - P(hv))pdxdt, p E C=%4+)). ~ c(c) 
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Therefore (3.15) is seen with 
(3.27) y =< P(Nv) >= x’fR + xfR’ - ply - P(hu). 
Thus we have proved that Nv satisfies (2.6). 
Third Step. - Now we can apply Proposition 1 to NV, so that 
(3.28) MA 
J 
9,(,, (IV(Nv)l’ + ~(Nv)‘~2)e2X~dsd~: + MA” J INv12ezX6dzdt 4 c(e) 
< - 
J 
1 < P(Nv) > 12e2x4dmit, 
O,(e) 
for all large X > 0. 
Let us calculate < P(Nv) > by (3.27). Henceforth we set 
hl(-T t, = { 
Vl(0,6))‘, t 2 0, 
(h,(-&,O))‘, t < 0, 
and 
C 
(hl(O,6))“, t 2 0, 
h2(.,t) = (h,(-qj))“, t < 0. 
Then by (3.9) we see that hl; h2 E L”(R x (-6,s)). Noting v(.,O) = y/(.,0) = 0, (3.9) 
and (3.16), we can directly see that (hy)’ = hly + /by’ and (hy)” = hy” + 2hly’ + hay 
in (D(0 x (-6, 6)))‘. Therefore we obtain: 
P(hv) = (xhd” - A(xhy) + qxhy 
=x(hy)” + 2x’(hy)’ + x”hy - xA( hy) - 2Vx . V( hy) - hyAx + qxhy 
=xh(y” - Ay + qy) + x(2hly’ + hzy - 2Vh . Vy - yAh) 
+2x’(h1y + hy’) + x”hy - 2Vx. V(hy) - hyAx in (D(O x (-S,S)))‘. 
On the other hand, noting that y and R are extended to (-6, S) as even functions in t, 
by (1.2) and (3.8), we have 
(3.29) xh(y” - Ay + qy) = XhfR = xR’f almost everywhere in I$~(~). 
Moreover by (3.14), we see xy’ = U’ - x’y and xV,y = VW - yVx, SO that 
x(2hly’ + h2y - 2Vh. Vy - yAh) 
=2hl (v’ - x’y) + h2v - 2Vh. (Vu -- yVx) - vAh 
=2hlv’ - 2Vh,. Vu + (h2 - Ah)v + 2(Vh. Vx - h&)y 
=Qv + 2(Vh. . Ox - hlx’)y, 
where we set 
(3.30) Qv = 2hlv’ - 2Vh. Vu + (h2 - Ah)v. 
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Then we have 
(3.31) P(h) = xR’f + (2x’y’ - 2Vx. Vy + (x” - Ax)y)h + Qv 
=xR’f + Qv + f’2y in (Wd+)))', 
where we set 
(3.32) p2y = (2x’y’ - 2Vx. Vy + (x” -- Ax)y)h. 
Therefore it follows from (3.27) and (3.31) that 
(3.33) < P(Nw) >= x’fR - (PI + Pa)y - Qv almost everywhere in 4C.c). 
By (3.13), (3.24) and (3.32), we see that 
(3.34) x’.fR = (PI + Pz)y = 0 almost everywhere in $c(3e) 
because the terms in PI and P2 have derivatives of x a.s factors. Furthermore by (3.30) 
and (3.9), we see 
(3.35) I(&w)(Lc, t)l < M(IVVI~ + lv’12 + Ir~I”)(z~t) almost everywhere in +C(E). 
Henceforth M > 0 denotes a generic constant which is independent of X > 0. 
Consequently (3.28) and (3.33) - (3.35) yield 
(3.36) MA 
I 
(p(Nw)l” + phJ)‘I” + pv12)e2A~dzdt 
4J CC*) 
L J ~ c(c) ,~ ( c 3r ) Ix’fR - (PI + P2)yy12e2r,‘dzdt 
+ 
J’ 
(IVv12 + 111’1~ + (v12)e2X$dzdl, ~ 
cc*) 
for all large X > 0. 
On the other hand, for fixed z E 0, since %I(., 0) I= 0, we can solve the ordinary 
differential equation V’(IG, t) - h(z, ~)v(z, t) = (Nv)(z, ri), ItI < S, so that 
(3.37) 
where K(z, t, .s) = a. Moreover the following inequality can be proved easily (e.g. 
Lemma 3.7 in Klibanov [lo]): 
LEMMA 2. - Let & C fl x (-6,s) and c > 0. Then 
for k E L2(q5,). 
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Applying Lemma 2 to (3.37) we see 
J 
(IVv1’ + (71’1~ + lv~2)e2x4&7xit 
4 =(e) 
IM J (lO(N + I(Nv)‘12 + INv12)e2XCddt 4 c(e) 
by (3.9) and (3.12). Consequently from (3.36) we obtain: 
(3.38) MA J (IV(Nv)l” + I(Nu)‘12 -I- INvj2)ezX4dzdt 44.1 
< J Ix’fR - (PI + p2)yI e 2 2X4dzdt - “C(~,\4<(3~, 
<p2X{c(3~)}” 
-’ J 4, C(C) \4 (3 ) Ix'fR - (P. + &)y12dzdt c < 
for sufficiently large X > 0. Here we note that the second term of the right hand side of 
(3.36) can be absorbed into the left hand side if we take large X > 0. 
On the other hand 
[the left hand side of (3.38)] 
>MX , 
I 
4,(a ) (IV(Nv)12 + I(i’Vu)‘I” + 11Vvj2)e2X4dzdt 
r L 
>MX~~~C(~F)}L - J (IV(Nv)l” + l(1\h)‘12 + INv12)dxdt. ~ r(3sl 
Therefore with (3.38), we obtain 
Mjje2Xt”(““)1L J (IV(Nv)l” + I(Ih)‘l” + INv12)dzdt 4- C(36) 
<e2X{c(3e)}” 
-’ J 4 ( ,\4 (,~ ) Ix’fR - (PI + f’&/12d~& CL CL 
namely, 
J (IV(Nw)l” + I(Nu)‘I” -t INv12)dzdt 4‘.(&) 
1 
%E J 4 c(e) \4,( L 3r j Ix’fR - (PI-+ M/12d~dt 
for sufficiently large X > 0. We make X > 0 tend to 03, so that 
(Nw)(z, t) = w’(2, t> - h(z, t)w(x, t) = 0, (27 t> E h(3E)’ 
because x’fR - (Pr + Pa)y E L2(Q x (-T,T)) is independent of X. 
Moreover since %I(., 0) = 0, the uniqueness in the initial value problem for the 
ordinary differential equation implies that v(z: t) = 0, (x, t) E 4C(3E). By (3.13), we 
obtain y/(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E $c(3F). Therefore (@4)(x, t) = 0, (z,t) E $C(4E), so 
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that f(z)R(x,t) = 0, (x,t) E 4c(45). By the reguktrity property (1.Q we see that 
f R E C( [0, T]; L*(Q)). Therefore we obtain: 
fbW(x,O) = 0, x E q5+) n {t = 0) c {x E R; Jp2 - pS2 + 16e2 < 1x1 < p}. 
By the condition (1.6), we see that f(x) = 0 for IC E 0 satisfying \/ ,02 - /31i2 + 16~~ < 
1x1 < p. Since E > 0 is arbitrarily small, we see that 
(3.39) f(x) = 0, x E cl, Jp2_ps2 I 1x1 I p. 
Fourth Step. - By (3.39) we have 
(3.40) (PY)(X, t) = 0, x E 0, dn < 1x1 < p, -T < t < T> 
(3.41) Y(X:, 0) = 0, x E 61, 
(3.42) Y(xc,t) = 0, x~dfl,-T<t<T 
and 
(3.43) g(x.t) = 0, x E Xl, -T < t < T. 
In this step, we will prove 
(3.44) f(x) = 0, x E cl, &cijF’ < 1x1 < p 
and 
(3.45) Y(x,t> = 0, (2, t) E Q’q(t) 
for all sufficiently small c > 0. Here and henceforth we set 
(3.46) Q(E) = p* - 2ps* + p. 
We define a function K = K(t) such that: 
K: E C,-(R), 0 5 K(t) 2 1, 
(3.47) 
K(t) = 
C 
1, It] < 62, 
0, I4 > 6 
and we set 
(3.48) &, t> = R(x, 0) + 4t)(R(x, t> - R(x, (I)), (2, t) E h,(e). 
Then by (3.47) we see 
(3.49) E(xJ) = R(x,t), ItI 5 ~‘6~ - e2, R(x,O), ItI > 6. 
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Furthermore for ItI < S, we have @z, t) - R(z, t) = (I - ~(t))(R.(x:, 0) - R(z, t)), so that 
lE(z, t) - R(z: t)l 5 py; IR.(:c, 0) - R(X> t)I 5 (llqL-(f~x(O,T)) + II~‘IlL”(r2x(-T,a)))~. 
t 
Therefore in view of (1.6), we can previously choose ‘sufficiently small S > 0 satisfying 
(3.50) lii(x,t)l > T, x E 62, ItI 5 6 
and 
(3.51) 6-g for some large N E N 
as well as (3.5). Hence by (3.49) we obtain 
(3.52) (x:,t> E 4cl(+ 
Moreover we can see 
In fact, as direct calculations show, if (x! t) E $,-,(e) n ((2, t); 1x1 < Jm}, 
then Jtl 5 dm, and so (3.49) implies that &z, t)f(x) = R(z,t)f(x) for 
(2, t) E L(c) n ((2, t); 1x1 2 v’?-?@)- M oreover from (3.39), we can directly see that 
ii(x,t)f(x) = 0 if (2, t) E &., (Cl n { (:z,t); J-g < 1.~1 i p}. 
Therefore (3.40) yields 
(3.54) (PY)(:c,t) = &df(4, (x:,t) E d&(F). 
Here since $C1(t) c f2 x (--as, &S), we have 
a$,,,,, n (an x (-T,T)) c 30 x (-~45, JZS), 
so that 
(3.55) ~(0) = ~(s.1) = 0, (u) E %b,(F) n (aa x (-CT)), 
because S > 0 is sufficiently small. Hence in view of (3.52), we can repeat the argument 
in Third Step to the system (3.54) with (3.41) - (3.43), so that we obtain (3.44) and (3.45). 
Fifth Step. - We will complete the proof of Theorem 1. Repeating m-times the argument 
in Fourth Step, we see that 
(3.56) f(x) = 0, xER,~~62~lxl~p 
and 
(3.57) Y(T t) = 0 in Sfi*, 
where Qw = {(xc,t) E 0 x (-T,T); 1x1’ - Pt2 > p2 - mpS2}. We have 
4@qT c R x (6Jmw+-4 an so we can actually repeat the argument until d 
m E N satisfies Sfi 5 T < n‘dm, namely, m q = N by (3.51). Then p2 - NPS2 = 
p2 - /3T2 = 0 by (3.1). Therefore we see f(x) = 0, x E 0 and by the uniqueness of 
solution to the problem (1.2) with .f = 0, it follows that y(x, t) = y(f)(x: t) = 0, x E R, 
0 < t < T. Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is complel:e. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 2 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that U(P) E W3,“(R x (0, T)). Setting 
y(x, t) = u(q)(x,t) - U(P)(T t), R(x,t) = u(p)(x,t) and f(x) = P(X) - q(x), x E fk 
0 < t < T, we obtain (1.2). Moreover, by [ 171 for example, we see that y E H2(IR x (0, T)). 
Since R(z,O) = u(p)(z,O) = n(z), z E 0, the conditions (1.11) and (1.12) imply (1.6). 
Since 
y$(x,L) = F(,:t), x E 30, 0 < t < T 
means that %(x, t) = 0, 2 E dR, 0 < t < T, the co,nclusion q(z) - p(x) = 0, 2 E SI 
follows from Theorem 1. 
5. Observability inequality 
In this section, for the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, we will establish an observability 
inequality. We consider an initial value problem 
{ 
4”(x, t) = 4(x> t) - &%4x, t), xESI,O<t<T 
(5-l) 4(x, 0) = $0(X)> 4’h 0) = dJ1(5)> XEfl 
4(x, t) = 0, x E X2,0 < t < T. 1. 
For $0 E Hi(R) and $1 E L’(R), there exists a unique solution 4 = $(&, 41) E 
C([O,T];H,1(R)) nC1([0,T];L2(fl)) (e.g. L ions [ 161, Lions and Magenes [ 171) and 
(5.2) 
with a constant C > 0 independent of 40 and $I (e.g. Komornik [l 11, [12], Lions [16]). 
Furthermore we can derive the reverse inequality called an observability inequality: 
PROPOSITION B (Komornik [I 11, [12]). - Let q E L”‘(R) and 
(5.3) T > 2~; 
then there exists a constant C = C(Q, T, q) > 0 such that 
(5.4) 
for aE1 40 E Hi(R) and $1 E L2(G). 
Remark. - For q = 0, the inequality (5.4) is proved in Ho [4], Lions [16]. Furthermore 
this kind of inequalities are proved by the microlocal analysis (Bardos, Lebeau and Rauch 
[2]) and the Carleman estimate (Kazemi and Klibanov [8], Tataru [25]). 
The condition (5.3) on T should be noticed, which requires that T must be larger twice 
than the critical value in (1.8) for the uniqueness. The condition (5.3) is necessary for 
estimating two functions $0 and 41, and too much for determining either of 40 and &. 
In fact, we can prove another observability inequality. 
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PROPOSITION 2. - Let q E L”(R) and 
(5.5) T > P; 
then there exists a constant C = C(R, T, q) > 0 such that 
(5.6) 
for all 41 E L2(0). 
The second inequality in (5.6) is straightforward from (5.2). For the first inequality in 
(5.6), we notice that since we assume that $a = 0, we can reduce the critical time length 
(compare (5.5) with (5.3)). The rest of this section IIS devoted to the proof of the first 
inequality. The proposition is related with contrblabilite exacte Clargie (Chapitre I, $9 in 
Lions [16]) and for completeness we prove it here. 0ur proof is done along Komornik 
[ 121, except for using 40 = 0. 
Proof of Proposition 2. - By means of the estimate (5.2), it is sufficient to prove the 
conclusion (5.6) for $(O, $1) E C2(a x [O,T]). 
First Step. - We will establish: 
LEMMA 3. - Let q = 0 in R. Then under the assumption (5.5), the conclusion of 
Proposition 2 is true. 
Proof of Lemma 3. - By (5.5) and the definition (1.3) of p, for a sufficiently small 
e > 0, we can choose x0 E R such that 
(5.7) sup~~-zol < ,P+E <: T. XEcl 
Henceforth we fix such E > 0 and z. E 0, and we set 
(5.8) 
We denote the scalar 
LEMMA 4. - Let 4 
(5.9) 
then - 
Z2rn. 04 + (me v)(/4’12 - lVt$12)dSdt 
cl 6% 
m(x) = x -x0, x ci R”. 
product of vectors m, v E R” by m . U. Then 
E C2(n x [0, T]) satisfy 
+“(x, t> = W(x, t>, xEfI.O<t<T; 
The lemma is proved in Komomik [12] as Lemma 2.2.3. In fact, the proof is finished 
by multiplication of (5.9) by 2m . V$ and integration by parts. 
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Let 4 = 4(0, &) E C2(n x [0, T]) satisfy (5.1). Then by 4 = 0 on dR x (0, T), we 
have 4’ = 0 and 04 = (2) v on K! x (O,T), so that we obtain: 
(5.10) 
T 
+ .I! nlqb’12 + (2 - n)p$12dxdt 0 R 
by Lemma 4. 
On the other hand, multiplying the first equation in (5.1) by (71 - 1)4 and integrating 
by parts, we have: 
(n-lM$‘dx]~~+~T~ (1 - n)l$‘12 $- (n - 1)IV~12dxdt = 0, 
by noting that 4 = 0 on dS2 x (0,T). Addition of this and (5.10) yields 
where we set 
(5.12) M$ = 2m. 04 + (n - l)$. 
By the conservation of energy, we have SC1 jqS’(x, t)l” + 10$(x, t)12dz = ~~$I~&~~~ for all 
t E [0, T] (e.g. Theorem 1 .l.l in [ 121). Moreover we assume that $0 = 0, so that 
.I 
$‘(x, O)(Mc$)(x, 0)dx := 0. 
I1 
(This makes the critical value of T half, i.e., (5.5).) 
Consequently we obtain 
(5.13) 
s 
$‘(x, W’%%, TWX + ~11~1112,~~,~ = 
n 
~T~~m.V)l$12dSdt. 
Next we show: 
LEMMA 5. - We have: 
IS #(x3 4(~4)(x, t>dx F ;~g lm(~)lll~~ll~~~n~, t 2 0. R 
For the proof, see pp. 38-39 in [12]. 
Application of Lemma 5 in (5.13) yields 
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Here by (5.7) we see T - supzEn ]m(z)l > T - p - E > 0 and 
Thus we obtain 
and the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
Second Step. - On the basis of Lemma 3, we complete the proof of Proposition 2 
for general q E L”(R). For this, we can apply the method of norm inequalities due to 
Komornik [ll], [12], which has been originally used for the proof of proposition B. His 
method is useful in the sense that we need only the uniqueness for the corresponding elliptic 
system, not for the original hyperbolic system. However, here for technical convenience, 
we apply another way, the compactness-uniqueness argument, which is actually used also 
for the proof of Theorem 3. 
Now we show: 
LEMMA 6. - Let us consider 
{ 
ti”(x, t) = A$(x, t) - dxMx> t) + F(z:, t), xeCi,O<t<T 
(5.14) $(x:lO) =+0(x)> !aX>O) = +h(~), XER 
?b(x, t) = 0, x E do, 0 < t < T. 
where q E L”(R). Then there exists a constant C = C(R, T, q) > 0 such that 
w II-II da L*(aRx(O,T)) 5 C(IlFIIwO~w(w + lI~ollH,l(n) + Il~lllLyn)) 
for F E Ll(O,T; L2(R)), $0 E H,$(R) and I+!Q E L2(0). 
LEMMA 7. - Let us consider 
z”(x, t) = Az(z, t) - q(x)z(x, t) + F(x. t), xEQ,O<t<T 
(5.15) z(x,O) = x0(x), z’(x,O) = Q(X), 2” E f2 
4x, t> = rl(x, t>, x E do, 0 < t < T. 
where q E L”(R). Then for every 20 E L2(R), z1 E H-l(a), F E L2(0,T; L2(0)) 
and 7 E L2(dfl X (O,T)), th ere 
C’([O, T]; W1(R)) 
exists a unique solution z E C( [0, T]; L2(f2)) n 
an d we can take a constant C = C(fl, T, q) > 0 such that: 
II4Iw0,T;Lw)) 5 ~w-IIL~(o,T;L~(n)) + Il~OllL~(c2) -t- II~lIIH-ys2, + IlrllIL+?nx(O,T))). 
Here H-l(R) denotes the dual of Hi(O) (e.g. [l], [17]) and the weak solution to (5.15) 
is defined by the transposition method (e.g. p. 23 in KLomornik 1121). 
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Proof of Lemma 6. - We can apply ThCorbme 1.4.1 in [ 161 (or Lasiecka, Lions and 
Triggiani [14]), regarding --q(z)$(z, t) + F(z, t) as non-homogeneous term, so that 
(5.16) ati 
II-II au 
I c(II~ollH;(R) + ll~lllL~(fl) 
L2(anx(O,T)) 
-wIIL~(O,T;L~(S1)) + llQ~lI~‘(O,~;~~(C!))). 
Moreover by a usual a-priori estimate (e.g. Theorem 3.8.2 in [17]), we see that 
ll44L-(O,T;L’(n)) 5 C(ll4ollH,‘(n) + Il~lllLw!) + II~IIL~(O,T;Lyc2)))~ 
Noting that q E L”(n), we substitute this into (5.16) and ,the proof of Lemma 6 is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 7. - For F = 0, we can refer to the proof of Theorem 2.2.5 in [12], 
for example. For z. = 0, z1 = 0 and q = 0, the estimate is straightforward from Theorem 
3.8.2 in [ 171 for example. 
Now we proceed to completion of the proof of Proposition 2. We introduce 
{ 
+“(x, t) = A$J(x, t), x E 62, 0 < t < T 
(5.17) $(x7 0) = 0, li,‘(x, 0) = h(x), XER * 
11(x, t) = 0, x E 80, 0 < t < T. 1 
and 
(5.18) 
~“(5, t) = Az(z, t) - q(x)$(x, t), xcCl,O<t<T 
2(x, 0) = 2(x, 0) = 0, XER > 
z(x, t) = 0, x E IX& 0 < t < T, 
where 4 = 4(0,&) is the weak solution to (5.1); then.: 
(5.19) qqx, t) = qqo, 41)(x, t> = $(X> t> + 4x, t>7 x E R, 0 < t < T. 
By Lemma 3, we have 
(5.20) 
under the assumption (5.5). 
On the other hand, applying Lemma 6 to (5.18), we obtain 
5 Cllq~llL’(O,T;LZ(n)). 
i?(t?fl x(0,T)) 
Next application of Lemma 7 to (5.1) with 40 := 0, yields ))$))~m(a,T;~z(~)) < 
C]]$r]]~-~(o~. Therefore by q E L”(a), the estimate (5.21) implies 
(5.22) 
a2 
I/ II av I cll~lllIr-~(n,. L*(%2x(O,T)) 
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Combining (5.19), (5.20) with (5.22), we obtain 
(5.23) 
Il4lllLqn) I c 2 - g 
II II 
, 
.L‘!(tmX (0,T)) 
<c %w> $1) 
- 
II /I au 
+ CMIIH-w. 
L2(anx(O,T)) 
We have to take away the term ll$ill~- ( ) 1 o in (5.23) for the completion of the proof of 
Proposition 2. It is sufficient to prove 
(5.24) 
by NJ 41) = do, 41) f or Q E W. Assume contrarily that (5.24) is not true. Then there 
exist 4; E L2(R), r~ 2 1 such that 
(5.25) IP~llq2) = 1, n :? 1 
and 
(5.26) 
By (5.25) we can extract a subsequence, denoted again by the same notation, such that 
(5.27) Jim II+? - K%-w) = 0, 77%,7l-CC 
because the embedding L2 (a) + H-l(0) is compact (e.g. [17]). Then from (5.23) 
we have 
1141; - $;” IILW 
Consequently (5.26) and (5.27) imply that limm,n+oo II@ - #~;“llL~(o) = 0, so that there 
exists 4: E L2(i2) such that lim,,, II&’ - &(JL~(o) = 0. By (5.25) and (5.26), we see 
(5.28) lldJ~llL~(n, = 3 
and 
(5.29) 
We recall that #J = $(O, 4;) E C([O, T]; Hd(St))nC’([O, T]; L2(R)) is the weak solution to 
$“(x, t) = 4x, t) - &44(x, t), xE!J,O<t<T 
(5.30) 4(x, 0) = 07 4(x, 0) = &4> XER 
4(x, t) = 0, x E iX2, 0 < t < T. 
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Setting 
wo) = 440, de>(X? t>, 
x E il, 0 < t < T, 
0 xER”\R,O<t<T, 
ia(x, t) 1 @(a, A), x E R”, -T < t < 0 
3x> = 
{ 
q(x), XCR 
0 x E W” \ R, 
we can directly show that @ is a wei solution to a’.‘(~, t) = A@(s, t) - F(x)@(x, t), 
x E R”, -T < t < T and Cp E H1(-T, T; L2(W)) n C([-T, T]; I$(R”)) by (5.29), and 
$(z, 0) = 0, x E fi and $(z, t) = 0, x E XI, 0 < t < T (see (5.30)). Moreover @ vanishes 
outside {x E W”; 15 - x01 5 p + E} x (-T, T). By means of (5.7), we can apply the unique 
continuation theorem by Ruiz [23], so that @(x, t) = 0, II: E W”, -T < t < T follows, 
which implies that 4:(x) = 0, x E 0 by Q, E C([-T, T]; Hi(W)). This contradicts (5.28). 
Thus the proof of Proposition 2 is complete. 
6. Proof of Theorem 3 
First we show: 
LEMMA 8. - Let us consider 
i 
w”(x, t) = Av(x, t) - q(z)+, t) + F(x, t), xEQ,O<t<T 
(6-l) u(x, 0) = 210(x), ‘u’(x, 0) = w(x), x ‘F cl ; 
w(x, t> = 0, x E OR, 0 < t < T. 
then there exists a constant C = C(0, T, q) > 0 such that 
8V 
II II dv 
I c(II~llw~~‘(o,T;~~(a,, + I~0IIH~(q + Il4Y,l(n,>~ 
w(o,Tp(m)) 
for all F E W1yl(O, T; L2(Q)), ‘110 E H2(R) I-I Hi(a) a.rzd WI E Hi(G). 
Proof of Lemma 8. - Setting v1 = v’ and noting 
(6.2) W1>1(0,T;L2(R)) c C([O,T];L*(R)) 
(e.g. [17]), we see that w1 satisfies 
1 
v;(x, t) = AWI(X~ t) - q(x)@, t) + F/(x, t), xER,O<t<T 
v&,0) = w(x), XESl 
2/:(x, 0) = Avo(x) - q(x)vo(x) + F(x, O), XER 
111(x, t) = 0, x E d0, 0 < t < T. I 
Therefore Lemma 6 and (6.2) imply 
8% /l-/I dv ’ = av LZ(8RX(O,T)) /I( )I dv I2(8Rx (0,T)) 
IC(IIF’IIL’(O,T;L”(~)) + Il’~~ll~,‘(n) i- lbo - quo + W, ‘Ul~yn,> 
IC(IlFllw’.~(O,T;L2(n)) + Il~ollHw, + ll~1llH,‘(R))7 
which completes the proof of Lemma 8. 
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Proof of the second inequality in (I. 13). - Henceforth C > 0 denotes a generic constant 
which is independent of f E L’(R). Apply Lemma 8 to (1.2) and we obtain 
in view of (1.6). Therefore we see the second inequ.ality in (1.13). 
Proof of the jirst inequality in (1.13). - Setting y1 = y(f)‘, we have 
(6.4) 
Y:I(x, t) = AY&C, t> - ~X)YI(X, t) + fbW’(x, t>, xER,O<t<T 
?/1(x, 0) = 0, YXG 0) = $(z)R(x, 01, XER 
Yl(Z, t) = 0, x E 130~0 < t < T. 
Moreover in relation with (6.4), we introduce 
(6.5) 
and 
(6.6) 
then 
(6.7) 
Setting 
(6.8) 
+“(x, t) = A$(xc, t> - d+$(x> t>, xER,O<t<T 
4(x, 0) = 0, 4(.‘G; 0) = f(x)fi(x, 01, XESl 
4(x:, t) = 0, x E dR, 0 < t < T 
‘$‘(x, t) = A$(x, t) - q(x)$(x, t> + f(xW(x, t), xEC&O<t<T 
7)(x, 0) = $‘(x, 0) = 0, XES2 ; 
.tib,t> = 0, x E Xl, 0 < t < T 
y1=4+$J. 
qx, t) = $+(x, t), x E IR, 0 < t < T, we have: 
\ 
d’(x, t> = Adx, t> - q(x)dx>t) + fbW”(x, t), xER,O<t<T 
/4x, 0) = 0, d(x7 0) = mwx:, 01, XER 
Pu(x,t> = 0, x E 80, 0 < t < T. 
By (1.6), we apply the regularity property (e.g. [16], [ 171) to (6.6) and (6.8), so that 
(6.9) 
and 
IlP’llL=qO,T;L~(n)) = IIVlIL~(O,T;Ly!)) I CJlfJlL’(R), 
ll~ll L”(O,T;H;(C2)) < Ckflb(S2) 
(6.10) Ml P(O,T;H,‘(R)) 5 Ckfb(S2). 
From (6.6) we have A$(x, t) = $“(x, t) + q(x)$(x, t) - f(x)R’(x, t), x E R, 0 < t < T, 
so that ll&bll~-(~,~p(~~ L Cllfll L2(nI by (6.9) and q E L”(G). Combining this with 
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II~llL”(O,T;L~(R)) 5 ~IIfIIL~(i2,~ we obtain j]li/]]~=(a,r;~~!(n,, 5 Cl(fll~~2(~). Therefore, by 
the trace theorem, we see 
(6.11) a+ II-II du 5 wfllL~(n,. La”(0 T.H’/2(im)) 1 3 
On the other hand, application of Lemma 8 to (6.6), yields 
(6.12) 5 Cllf~‘IlH’(O,T;1,~(S~)) 5 wllL2(n) 
L2(0,T;LJ(km)) 
by means of (1.6). 
Defining an operator K : L’(R) --+ L’(dR x (0,T)) by: 
(6.13) x E i)I>, 0 < t < T, 
we see by (6.11) and (6.12) (e.g. Theorem 111.2.1 in Temam [27]) that 
(6.14) K is a compact operator, 
because the embedding Hi (30) ---+ L2(i)12) is compact. 
In view of T > p, we apply Proposition 2 to (6.5), so that 
Therefore since ]R(x, 0) I > TO > 0 for almost all II: E g- by (1.6), we obtain 
by means of (6.7). Consequently by the triangle inequality and y1 = y(f)‘, we have 
(6.15) aY(.f) IlfllL~cn, 5 c --$- 
II II 
+ C;“lKflIL’(anx(O,T)). 
H1(0,T;L"(i3Sl)) 
When we take away the second term in (6.15), we can complete the proof of the first 
inequality in (1.13). For this, let us apply the compactness-uniqueness argument as in 
Second Step in $5. Contrarily assume that the first inequality in (1.13) does not hold. Then 
there exist fn E L2(R), n > 1 such that 
(6.16) IlfnllLyn) = l? n 2 1 
and 
(6.17) lim dY(fn) II /I 
= au 0. rk'cc H1(O,T;L*(m)) 
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By (6.16), we can extract a subsequence, denoted again by {fn}n21, such that fn, 7~ 2 I 
converge to some element f0 E L2 (0) weakly in L2(:R). Then (6.14) yields that 
(6.18) 
On the other hand, it follows from (6.15) that 
llfn - fmllLy2) 
<c aY(.fn) aY(.fm) 
- 
II du 
- ~ H1(O T,L’ (862)) + CllKfn - WmlIL~(anx(O,T)) au II 
<c aY/(.fn) 
-II II au 
+ ; km) 
H’(O,T;P(x2)) /I I/ au Af 1 (O,T;L2 (cm)) 
Therefore by (6.17) and (6.18), we see that limm,rz+co llfn - fmllL2(nj = 0, namely, 
lim,,Q3 llfn - fOllLW, = 0. By (6.16) we obtain 
(6.19) IlfollL~(n, = 1. 
Moreover by the second inequality in (1.13) which has been already proved, we have 
with which we combine (6.17), so that 
(6.20) F(x$) = 0, x E ~362, 0 < t < T. 
In view of (1.8), we apply Theorem 1 and f. = 0 follows. This contradicts (6.19). Thus 
the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
7. Proof of Theorelm 4 
Proofofthe second inequality in (1.17). - Henceforth by C we denote a generic positive 
constant which is dependent on 0, T, q, a, b, < and U, but independent of p. Setting 
$(x, t) = u(p)(x, t) - u(q)(x, t), we have: 
@“(xc, t) = Al//(x, t)- p(x)ti(x, t)+ l:q - p)(xMq)(x> t)  
(7.1) 
xER,O<t<T 
$(x:0) = $‘(X~O) = 0, XER 
$(x:t) = 0, x E Xi, 0 < t < T. 
By (I .14), we choose C > 0 such that 
(7.2) IIPIIDyn, F c, p Cf u. 
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Multiplying the both sides of the first equation in (7.1) by $J’ and integrating by parts in 
2, from ~,$o = 0, we obtain 
;g 
.I 
Al he, t)12 + IW(X> t)12dz 
=-- 
J’ Cl 
p(x)$(x, t)$qx, t)dx + 0) - p)(x)u(q)(x, Q$‘(x, t)rlx, 
s 
t L 0. 
For simplicity, we define the energy E(t) by 
J?(t) = ; J 17$(xJ:t)12 + lV$J(x, t)l’%ix, t 2 0. 
I1 
Then by (7.2), (1.15) and Schwarz’s inequality, Poincare’s inequality, we have 
(7.3) 
Therefore by E(0) = 0 and Gronwall’s inequality, we see 
E(t) I CTIIP - qll&i&? 0 I t 5 T, 
namely, 
(7.4) IId4IL-(O,T;H,‘(n)) + II~‘IIL~(O,T;L’(12)) 5 CllP - 4JlIL”(R), 0 I t I T. 
In view of (I .15), (7.2) and (7.4), we apply Lemma 8 to (7.1), so that 
H’(O,l’;L”(aIZ)) 
lCllP - 4lIL’(O). 
Thus we finish the proof of the second inequality in (1.17). 
Proof of the first inequality in (1.17). 
First Step. - We show: 
LEMMA 9. - Let z = z(f)(x, t) be th e weak solution to (1.2) with R(z, t) = u(q)(z, t 
{ 
z”(x, t) = Az(z, t) - q(z)z(s, t) + f(x)Ti(q)(x,t)> n; E R, 0 < t < T 
(7.6) 2(x, 0) = 2(x, 0) = 0: XEO 
z(x, t) = 0, x E Xl, 0 < t < T. 
Then there exists a constant C = C(R, T, q, a, b, <, 24) >. 0 such that 
(7.7) II 
au(P) au(q) a4q - P) --- 
av av av II H’ (O,T:L~(a2)) 
lCllP - dL-(n)llP - 4lILyq 
for all p E U. 
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Proof of Lemma 9. - By Lemma 8 and u(q) E W33’“(Q x (0, T)) C H1(O, T; L2(fl)), 
we note w E P(0, T; L2(Xi)). By a well-known a-priori estimate (e.g. Lions [16], 
Lions and Magenes [ 17]), we have 
(7.8) Il~(f)llLm(O,T;H~(R)) + Il~(f)‘IILm(O,T;L2(n)) 
~~llf~~(q)ll~‘(o,T;L’(~)) I cllfllL~(n,. - 
We set: 
d(x, t) = u(p)(x, t) - u(q)(x, t) - z(q - p)(;s, t), IC E St, 0 < t < T; 
then d satisfies 
i 
d”(z, t) = Ad(z,t) - p(z)d(z,t) + (q - p)(z)z(q .- p)(z,t), z E fl, 0 < t < T 
d(x, 0) = d’(x, 0) = 0, XER 
d(x, t) = 0, x E XI, 0 < t < T. 
By Lemma 8, (7.2) and (7.8) with f = q - p, we can repeat the energy estimate for the 
proof of the second inequality in (1,17), so that 
IPII L.-(o,T;H,~(R)) + Ild’llwomw) 5 Cllq - dI~~mll~(q - P)IIL~~,T;LY~)) 
~WI - PIILyn)llQ - Plb(Q) 
and 
dd 
II-II au 
I C(IIPdllHlco,T;L2(R)) + II((I - P)h - dII*‘(O,T;Lw))* 
H’(0,T;L2(BR)) 
Therefore 
dd 
II II ay 
= a44 
H1(0,T;L2(aQ)) /I 
%!I) wq - P) - - - - 
au au au II H’(O,T;L2(Xl)) 
s%J - ~llL-cn)llP - QIIW) 
by (7.2) and (7.8). Thus the proof of Lemma 9 is complete. 
Second Step. - In this step, we will prove the first inequality in (1.17) provided that 
I/p - qll~wc~, is sufficiently small. By the assumptions (1.15) and (1.16), application of 
Theorem 3 to (7.6) yields 
lb - h2(n) I c /Iy)// . 
Hl(o,T;L*(an)) 
Consequently by (7.7) we have 
IIP - 4llL+) 
H1(0,T;L2(,3i2)) I/ H1(0,T;Lz(iX2)) 
Hl(O,T;L* (an)) 
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(1 - CllP - QIIWdllP - QlIw4 5 c r - --gj- H’(O T,Lz(an))’ II 
WP) ws> 
I/ > , 
which implies that the first inequality in (1.17) holds true provided that Jlp - qIIL-(n) 5 6, 
6 > 0 being a small constant which is dependent on Q, T, q, a, b, [ and U. 
Third Step. - Finally we will prove the first inequality in (1.17) for general p E U. Only 
in this step, we use the compactness (1.14) of U in L”(R). For this, it is sufficient to verify 
(7.9) inf 
II WP) au(P) --- av au I( Hl(o,Tp(an)) > o 
llP-qllL~(n)26,PEU IIP - 4lILqq ’ 
where 6 > 0 is the sufficiently small constant chosen in Second Step. Contrarily assume 
that (7.9) is not true; then there exist 
(7.10) 
such that 
(7.11) 
Wn) WPn 1 
au au 
lim H’(O,T;LZ(Kl)) 
n-03 IlPn - qlbp) - = O* 
By the assumption (1.14), we can choose ~0 E L”(0) and a subsequence, denoted again 
by P,, n 2 1, such that 
(7.12) lim lb - PO()L-(I~) = 0. 
7z-+cc 
Then (7.10) and (7.12) imply 
(7.13) lb0 - 4llL-(n) 2 6. 
Since sup,,r 11~~ - qJJLz(n) < co by pn E U, the condition (7.11) yields - 
a4q> ~-- 2Y au 0. H1(O,T;Lz(~Q)) 
On the other hand, we can prove 
(7.15) 
II 
+Jhd WPO) p - ___ 
du au /I 
I qlpn --PoI(P(R), n 2 1, 
L” (tX2 x (0,T)) 
where C > 0 is independent of n >_ 1. 
Proufof(7.15). - Set ~,(z,t) = ~(~,)(z,t) - u(pa)(z,t), z E 52, 0 < t < T, n > 1. 
Then U, satisfies 
(7.16) 
xeCl,O<t<T 
?&(x,0) = uL(x,O) = 0, XER 
%2(x,t) = 0, x E %I, 0 < t < T. 
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Noting (7.2) and Poincare’s inequality, multiplying the both sides of the first equation in 
(7.16) by ?I>:, , integrating by parts, we can obtain: 
+, I ,; I(PO - p.n)(x)121u(po)(x,t)12dx + ll b:,(~,t)12d~ 
G J (~:,W)12 + lV~~&>t)12dx + ((PO - ~~~l(~-(n,ll~(~o)(~,~)ll~~o 12 
in a way similar to (7.3). Here and henceforth C > 0 is independent of n 2 1. Therefore 
Gronwall’s inequality yields 
(7.17) 
by u,,(x, 0) = u;,(x, 0) = 0, z E 62. Applying a priori estimation (e.g. Theo&me 1.4.2 in 
[ 161) and Lemma 7 to u(pc), we see 
Therefore (7.17) and (7.18) imply 
(7.19) lb II 11 L-(O,T;L”(n)) 5 CJJP, - l’ollr,-(O), n 2 1. 
Now we apply Lemma 6 to (7.16) in view of (7.2), (7.18) and (7.19), so that the proof 
of (7.15) is complete. 
Remark. - In Theorem 2.2.5 in [ 121, pa is fixed. However since p. is in a bounded set 
in L”(I2), we can apply the transposition method in [ 121 and prove (7.18) with C > 0 
independent of po. 
Now we proceed to the completion of the proof of (1.17). In view of (7.12) and (7.15), 
we see that 
liIn au(pn) 
II 
d71(PO) 
II 
= 
av au 
0, 
T&-O.2 
LL(DR x (0,T)) 
which implies 
%&,t) = F(x,t), x E X2, 0 < t < T 
by (7.14). In view of (1.15) and (1.16), it follows from Theorem 2 that pa(z) = Q(Z), 
z E R, which contradicts (7.13). Hence by this contradiction, (7.9) must be true. Thus 
the proof of Theorem 4 is complete. 
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8. Concluding Remarks 
I. For the proof of Theorem 1 where the uniqueness 1 ‘s established within less regular 
solutions, the key is a modification of a well-known Carleman estimate (Proposition 1). 
The weaker regularity assumption for the uniqueness in Theorem 1 is essential for the 
global Lipschitz stability in our inverse problems. 
II. For showing the Lipschitz stability, our method is based on the Carleman estimate and 
the observability inequality. Therefore we can prove Theorems 3 and 4 for other equations 
such as a wave equation with damping term, a plate equation, Maxwell’s equations, an 
isotropic Lame system for which we can establish Carleman estimates and observability 
inequalities. 
Remark added in the revision. - Throughout this paper, we take the whole boundary 
dfl where the normal derivative is given. The argument concerning the observability is 
valid for a suitable subboundary. More precisely, correspondingly to Proposition 2 by the 
multiplier method, we can prove: 
PROPOSITION 3. - Let x0 E Iw” be arbitrarily fixed and let us set 
I-(.x0) = {x E 69; (.x - X”) Y(X) > 0). 
If T > supzE12 111: - 201, then there exists a constant C = C(fl, T, q, x0) > 0 such that 
for all 41 E L2(R). 
Therefore we can replace (1.9) of Theorem 1 by: 
(1.9’) Y(x, t) = 0, x E I’(xo), 0 < t < T, 
for the uniqueness, then our argument for the global Lipschitz stability can work. The 
author has found a paper by M. Kubo “Uniqueness in inverse hyperbolic problems - 
Carleman estimate for boundary value problems-” (to appear in Journal of Mathematics of 
Kyoto University, 1998) after I had submitted the present paper. M. Kubo’s paper leads us 
to the uniqueness under the condition (1.9’), so that we can establish the global Lipschitz 
stability in determining f in (1.2) from Neumann data on the subboundary I’( ~a). 
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